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LONG-LASTING BRAND TRUST       
             IS THE KEY

New developments in the fi eld of brand management 
are emerging in rapid succession. Nowadays, we’d be 
seriously underestimating the power of the consumer if 
we as marketers continued simply broadcasting our brand 
message as we once did, even if we do so via shiny new 
channels. Today’s consumers are savvy, better informed and 
more conscious of the choices they make than ever before. 
The lure of smart phones as a distraction from commercial 
breaks and proliferation of ad-blocking technology means 
it’s easier than ever to shield ourselves from un-wanted 
advertising. The biggest questions marketers are faced with 
in this day and age are: how do we reach our target audience 
to convey our key messages?  How do we really understand 
the ever-changing consumers’ needs and convince them of 
our brand’s benefi ts? How do we remain relevant? 
 In a nutshell, how can we future-proof our brand? We 
believe that long-lasting brand trust is the basis for 
building a brand fi t for the future. We wrote this white paper 
to provide marketers with a set of parameters designed to 
cultivate and nurture deeply rooted trust in their brand, by 
marketing with, not at, their consumers. 
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To understand how, we must fi rst consider the evolution of the 
marketing industry from its glamourous yet single minded 
origins to the diverse, data driven and technologically 
sophisticated landscape it represents today. As marketers we 
are familiar with McCarthy’s Marketing Mix or The 4 Ps. In 
the 1960s Product, Pricing, Place and Promotion, controlled 
by the brand, determined whether consumers would buy, or 
not. Over time, focus shifted to consistency of brand image 
and visual identity, which paved the way to brand’s developing 
characteristics and personalities of their own. Consumers 
were drawn to aspirational representations of brands that 
mirrored their own. 
 The advent of social media and smart phones shook 
this traditionally one way approach signifi cantly. Suddenly 
consumers had the power to share brand experiences 
instantly and at scale. Brand communities emerged in which 
consumers discussed, rated and swapped views, opinions, 
hints and tips about brands.( 1 )  Brands were no longer solely 
owned by, or their messages controlled by, companies, but 
increasingly by the consumers themselves.

Relevance is Key
This seismic shift of power from brand to consumer is 
refl ected in the way we consume media and as such, how and 
where marketers invest in it. Paid media can no longer be 
relied on to deliver the reach or impact it once guaranteed, so 
marketers are increasingly opting for elaborate omni-channel 
approaches to increase reach and engagement through earned 
media.( 2 )

‘People don’t read ads. 
They read what 
interests them, and 
sometimes it is an ad.’

H O W A R D  G O S S A G E 
‘ S A N  F R A N C I S C O  A D M A N ’ 
( 1 9 7 5 )
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 Creating a buzz around a brand is a key objective of the 
strategy, but will only be achieved if the consumer deems the 
content, experience and as such the brand, to be relevant – 
an insight often overlooked by marketers struggling to move 
away from the outdated one-way approach of the 1960s.

Couch Potato Becomes Co-Marketer
Consumers are no longer obedient, passive recipients of 
marketing messages.  They’re informed, shrewd, connected 
and are taking on a much more active role in the brands they 
and those around them choose.  By talking to one another 
about brands and products, posting online reviews and blogs, 
sharing recommendations and generating word of mouth, 
they’re becoming marketers for the brand themselves. But 
what motivates consumers to do so?

Shift in Power



Jonah Berger( 3 ) , Professor of Marketing at the University of 
Pennsylvania, has spent the last fi fteen years studying when 
and why products catch on. In his international bestseller, 
Contagious: Why Things Catch On, he claims that there are 
six psychological motives that prompt people to talk about 
a particular product: Social Currency, Triggers, Emotion, 
Public, Practical Value and Storytelling (STEPPS). 

1 S O C I A L  C U R R E N C Y  is the prime motive – we’re   
 simply more inclined to talk about our experiences 
 with a product if it makes us look good or makes a good 
 impression. 

We remember products more readily if they’re 
accompanied by a T R I G G E R , for example the latest 
set of speakers need a device through which to play the 
music. 
Sharing is caring. If a product evokes some form 
of  E M O T I O N  be it happiness, anger, excitement, 
longing… it will spark conversation.
We tend to copy the behaviour of other people around 
us, so will naturally talk about a product if it is visible 
or P U B L I C , such as the white headphones of the fi rst 
Apple iPod.
As humans we love to be useful, for example sharing 
information that has some form of P R A C T I C A L 

V A L U E , for instance letting others know about off ers 
or a product’s benefi ts.
Lastly, Berger states the importance of 
S T O R Y T E L L I N G  in a product to becoming the talk 
of the town. People are inherent storytellers, in which 
the brand message simply becomes a part of the tale. 

2

3

4

5

6
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OFF ON AN ADVENTURE WITH HEINEKEN

Heineken recognizes the public’s need for
spontaneity and adventure. The brand satisfies
this need with its Heineken Departure Roulette,
which challenges travellers to swap their ticket
for a ticket to an unknown destination.

This shared experience embodies both the desire 
for adventure and Heineken’s brand positioning.



As people will only convey a brand message or 
recommendation to like-minded individuals whom they 
know will be interested, there is near zero wastage and no 
need for ad-blockers. By eff ectively becoming the channel, 
consumers are taking on a whole new role with respect to 
the brand itself: that of Co-marketer. Nielsen’s Global Trust 
in Advertising ( 4 )  affi  rms the importance of this new role; 
more than eighty per cent of consumers trust peer-to-peer 
recommendations over every other form of advertising. 
Edelman built ( 5 )  on this in demonstrating that consumers 
also seek to share these conversations with the brands 
themselves, not just friends and family, and concluded that 
creating shared experiences can enable this. The study 
proposed six dimensions which brands should use to inform 
how they share information with their customers:

S H A R E D  D I A L O G U E 
Initiate meaningful dialogue

People are often willing to off er suggestions and 
improvements  which brands should listen to, act on and give 
recognition of. In reality the majority of consumers report a 
distinct lack of dialogue with brands in this respect.
 

S H A R E D  E X P E R I E N C E

Make every experience special

People love experiencing things together, so branded 
experiences should extend beyond the consumption of the 
product alone and provide consumers the opportunity to 
share and interact.

1

2

3 S H A R E D  G O A L S 
Listen intently

Listen intently to consumers’ needs and demonstrate how 
you can help them reach their goals. A prime example is 
targeted advice for a fi nancial services product.

S H A R E D  V A L U E S

Let people know what you stand for

People reward brands with whom they share intrinsic 
values. So companies must be transparent about the brand’s 
infrastructure, production methods, product origins, etc. 
The seriousness with which a brand addresses corporate 
social responsibility also plays an important role in this 
respect.

S H A R E D  P R O D U C T

Involve users in the production process

Consumers love to get involved with brands and to 
contribute ideas to product development. The willingness to 
allow consumers to participate in this process breeds trust 
and future proofs product launches from failure when they 
hit the shelf, as the people who will buy them helped create 
them. 

S H A R E D  H I S T O R Y

Remember where you came from

Sharing a brand’s history is a strong indicator as to whether 
people will recommend or buy that brand. Sometimes doing 
so can even be largely responsible for shaping the very brand 
itself.

Edelman concludes that marketers need to shift from a 
linear push model to a model in which they collaborate with 
their consumers, in which their users’ needs, requirements 
and interests take centre stage, and in which they can share 
brand information with one another.

4

5

6
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1

LIVING THE BRAND
A brand is everything that it itself claims 

to be plus what it does and what it delivers. 
A strong brand is made up of both words 

and deeds.

2
LET GO AND INVOLVE 

CONSUMERS
Take consumers seriously and involve them 

actively in the brand. Stand down from 
the ivory tower and put your consumers’ 

creative potential to good use.

3
MANAGE. DON’T GOVERN
Each and every stakeholder plays an 

important role in establishing and 
building a brand. This doesn’t make brand 
management any easier or more practical, 

but it does make it more realistic.

BRAND

Evolution of Brand Management 
The shift from traditional broadcasting of brand messages 
to a two-way model, the decline in the effectiveness of 
paid media and subsequent rise in importance of earned 
media, coupled with the evolution of the role of consumer 
from passive recipient to co-marketer signify a huge 
transformation in the way modern marketers approach 
brand management. For some this represents a loss of 
control. In a world where marketers are mere custodians of 
the brand, how can they hope to successfully grow it?
 Dr Daan Muntinga, Lecturer in Marketing 
Communications at the University of Amsterdam, has 
identified ten basic principles( 6 )  for the future of brand 
management, here we elaborate on just three:
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BRAND 
+ 

CONSUMER COLLABORATION
 = 

FUTURE 

 The real opportunity for marketers is in identifying how to harness the power of their 
customers, and work with them at eye level, as co-marketers, to build the brands of the 
future. Erik Schoppen’s Build Bridge Bond® methodology off ers a basis for future brand 
management that places cultivating trust fi rmly centre stage.
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( F I G .  1 ) 
Build Bridge Bond brand modalities

Sustainable brands are ready for the future 
The model connects the dots between all elements of brand 
management by underpinning them with a functional and 
emotional bond between the brand and its customers, which 
results in long-lasting brand trust. The Build Bridge Bond® 
methodology unites brand identity, active co-marketers 
and customer experiences into a single model incorporating 
three brand pillars – Purpose, Promise and Participation. 

Go to : www.buildbridgebond.nl 
for more information about the 
Build Bridge Bond® methodology.
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NIKE – PURPOSE, PROMISE & PARTICIPATION 

On Nike’s consumer website, the brand shows its 
promise by focusing on functional product benefits 
such as quality, durability, reliability, comfort and the 
convenience of wearing Nike while working out. 
With the promise, Nike helps its customers select 
the right product from its wide range.
 In the ‘Find Your Greatness’ campaign, Nike 
plays on an emotional user experience. By offering 
an experience (participation) to the customer 
without putting focus on the product itself Nike tries 
to evoke a sense of recognition, experience and 
solidarity, rather than a hard sell of the product.  
 On its corporate website, the brand depicts 
its background story along with its core values, 
mission and vision. This is where Nike’s purpose is 
uncovered.
The three pillars promise, purpose and participation 
show the user the story and the passion of Nike. 
They are the tools for the user to tell others about 
the brand in an enthusiastic and passionate way.

Purpose, Promise & Participation
As a consumer, when choosing a brand we search for 
information that meets specifi c needs at that point in time. 
We consider product functionality and what we need it to do 
(Promise), company values and if they’re aligned with our 
own (Purpose) and we also look to our own, or our peers’ 
past experiences and opinions (Participation). If all three 
are positive and the brand fulfi ls its promise, a bond of trust 
will form. Let’s look at each pillar in more detail:

P U R P O S E
This is how and where the brand demonstrates what it stands 
for and why it does things the way it does. People perceive 
brands as personalities with their own identities. Purpose 
is a controlled environment in which marketers establish a 
brand personality that in turn determines brand image. 
 
P R O M I S E
This describes the product’s benefi ts and the value it will add 
to consumers’ lives. What are the functional benefi ts, what 
ingredients have been used? How does the brand position 
itself in the market with this product?

P A R T I C I P A T I O N
This is where the consumers play out their role in the 
Build Bridge Bond® methodology. This is an uncontrolled 
environment for brands. Here people decide for themselves 
how the brand is used, if and how they communicate about 
the brand, and whether or not that communication is 
positive or negative. Participation is crucial for brand image, 
as is purpose.

( 7 )
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P R O M I S E P A R T I C I P A T I O N
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The Three Ps Connected
Within the model, the three Ps do not stand alone but are connected in an ongoing 
cycle of intersections that represent the three key stages in the evolution of brand 
trust: Build, Bridge and Bond. Here we’ll look at the role of each intersection:

Brand Building  ( B U I L D )
The Build transition connects brand Purpose with brand 
Promise. Its role is to inform consumers of the positioning 
and product functionality and communicate the company 
values and brand personality, steering consumer perception 
of the brand. Sitting in more traditional ‘brand management’ 
territory, the aim is to develop a coherent and meaningful 
value proposition based on long-term, sustainable brand 
objectives.

Connecting with Users ( B R I D G E )
The Bridge transition connects brand Promise with brand 
Participation or actual customer experience. Through 
careful management of touchpoints, the objective is to 

convince potential customers that the brand will make 
good on the promises it has made. This requires bridging 
the mental divide between the brand and user’s trust, thus 
focusing on creating a meaningful brand experience and 
managing the interaction between brand and its consumers.

Creating Long-Lasting Trust between Brand and 
Consumer ( B O N D )
The Bond transition connects brand Participation 
back to brand Purpose. Here behaviour of both brand 
and consumer is crucial in cultivating a lasting bond 
of trust. By involving the consumer in the marketing 
process, inviting their feedback, listening to and acting 
on it, a trust between both parties emerges. In turn 

( F I G .  2 ) 
cycle of intersections



loyal, valued consumers become co-marketers, driving 
awareness through positive word of mouth. This positive 
reinforcement of Purpose strengthens the brands 
reputation, thus ensuring the brand continues to grow. 

Long–Lasting Brand Trust with Users
The Build Bridge Bond® methodology demonstrates that a 
brand not only requires Purpose, Promise and Participation 
to grow, but that the three must work together. By 
seamlessly fl owing into one another the brand maintains 
a solid, credible reputation. A long-lasting relationship 
and brand loyalty will emerge if the customers’ brand 
experiences consistently match their expectations of the 
brand’s promise.

As a marketer it is no longer suffi  cient to focus on brand 
Purpose, Promise and Participation alone. To really future 
proof your marketing, brand management will require equal 
importance to be placed on the three transition phases; 
Build, Bridge and Bond that connect the pillars. 

Build the foundations of trust by demonstrating what you 
do and why with solid brand management. Bridge the gap 
between your brands Promise and customer experience by 
delivering outstanding Participation experiences through 
exceptional touchpoint management. Create long-lasting 
bonds by involving your consumers, listen to and implement 
suggestions for improvement and facilitate the spread 
of positive word of mouth to reinforce Purpose through 
credible, two-way reputation management. 

 Successful brands of the future will deliver experiences 
that surpass expectation, seek meaningful, two-way 
dialogue and thrive thanks to the genuine and sincere 
recommendations and word of mouth bestowed in return. 
They won’t have customers as such; instead they’ll have 
a community of co-marketers built on mutual trust and 
loyalty, as dedicated to growing the brand as the company 
itself.
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ENECO – BUILD, BRIDGE, BOND

Sustainable energy provider Eneco is an example of 
the Build Bridge Bond® methodology in practice. 
Through their interactive thermostat, Toon®, the 
energy provider has successfully blended the three 
crucial pillars – P U R P O S E ,  P R O M I S E and 
P A R T I C I P A T I O N .
  Eneco offers its customers complete 
insight into their energy consumption with 
its smart, user-friendly and beautifully 
designed thermostat. In doing so, Eneco has 
succeeded in making the energy they consume 
tangible – indirectly prompting people to become 
more energy efficient and initiating 
a dialogue about its sustainable brand purpose. 
The dialogue focussed on functional and emotional 
motives of the brand ambassadors when it came 
to energy consumption within their own homes.
  Since its launch in 2012, Eneco has witnessed 
the number of Toon® users grow exponentially. 
A new business model has emerged supporting 
Eneco in its transition 
from energy provider to household partner. 
The resounding success of this strategy is not only 
measurable in terms of relevance and sales, but 
also in execution of strategy as stated in The Effie 
Awards jury report; ‘... with Toon®, brand strategy 
had been fully expressed and implemented...’
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reducing their energy bills. Users not only have the sense that 
they’re saving money with their thermostat, but that they’re 
also contributing to a more sustainable world through their 
social behaviour. With this solution, Eneco has succeeded 
in providing clear benefi ts for an otherwise invisible, 
intangible and low involvement product such as energy. 

BUILD

PURPOSE BINDS PARTICIPATION

Eneco’s purpose is expressed in its mission statement ‘samen 
gaan we voor duurzaam’ [‘Going green together’]. Typically, 
consumers consciously think about energy-related matters 
for an average of six minutes per year – essentially, when the 
annual energy bill lands on their doormats. A thermostat, 
however, is one spot in the home where consumers deal with 
energy-related matters (heating) on a daily basis, albeit sub-
consciously. This makes the thermostat a highly opportune 
interface through which to collect insights into consumers’ 
consumption and behaviour. 
 As a user, this insight is a means to gaining better 
control over energy bills in the longer term. Toon® is not a 
tool for saving money, but it does help save money. The 
Toon® brand is a sustainable Eneco solution that places its 
relationship with its customers centre stage so transparently 
and by treating its customers as equals that users retain 
full control, thus contributing to and creating brand trust.

BOND

PARTICIPATION BINDS PURPOSE 

As a result, Eneco has established a much more intimate 
level of contact with its customers throughout the course of 
their customer journey, not to mention a higher NPS score 
among its premium customers. 
 A core part of their strategy is to work closely with 
brand ambassadors, visiting them in their homes to set the 
scene and then amplifying the content produced across 
their other channels. Eneco cast real people alongside 
well-known Dutch personalities to personify the brand’s 
purpose, promise and participation and the ambassadors 
each represent diff erent interests and motives for using 
Toon® in their daily lives. 
 In doing so they communicate the product’s purpose, 
i.e. cutting costs based on better insights into domestic 
energy consumption, showcasing how they deliver 
against this promise while demonstrating high product 
participation.

BRIDGE

PARTICIPATION BINDS PROMISE

The thermostat has a user-friendly interface, as well as 
a mobile app for controlling it remotely. This reinforces 
a feeling of freedom and control by creating additional 
touchpoints, e.g. wireless control throughout the home. 
Because the thermostat is so easy to use and highly 
informative, it creates a very personal experience. Smarter 
energy consumption on the part of the user is rewarded with 
appreciation and affi  rmation. In doing so, Eneco has created 
an emotional and human experience.
 It’s even possible to compare domestic energy 
consumption with that of friends, family and neighbours. 
This has transformed Toon® into a form of social media where 
households can participate by sharing personal information. 
The ultimate goal is to learn from one another’s energy 
consumption profi les and for everyone to benefi t as a whole by 



BRAND AMBASSADORS AS CO-MARKETERS

The term Brand Ambassadorship can take on many 
guises. Using Celebrity Endorsement e.g. George Clooney 
and Nespresso or Beyoncé and Pepsi, is one. Infl uencer 
Marketing, where brands collaborate with infl uential 
bloggers with an active, mass following is another. 
  However, we believe that true brand ambassadorship – 
although similar – is not the same as celebrity endorsement or 
influencer marketing. The crucial difference is that real brand 
ambassadors choose to actively promote the brand on a purely 
voluntary and unpaid basis, the motivations for which are 
recognition from and a stake in brands they love. As such we’ve 
coined a new term; ‘co-marketers’ – consumers who take on and 
carry out marketing activities on behalf of their favourite brands. 
  Consumers have assumed a new position in relation to the 
brands. The Build Bridge Bond® methodology in eff ect emphasizes 
the fact that brands are now working together with consumers to 
build their brands. The term ‘co-marketer’ summarises the role of 
the consumer and serves as a defi nition of a real brand ambassador.
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BUILDING BRAND 
TRUST IN PARTNERSHIP 
WITH CO-MARKETERS  

Build Bridge Bond® in Practice — We believe the Build Bridge Bond® methodology 
represents the future of brand management, a future in which brands and consumers 
work together. Marketers continue to convey their brand’s purpose and product 
promise from within a controlled environment, however relinquish control as they 
transition to product participation. Here it’s the consumers themselves who perceive 
the brand experience, as they use the product in their own home and subjectively form 
their own opinions. trnd provides marketers with a unique approach to effectively enter 
into and gain greater control of the participation phase, by facilitating guided product 
experiences with carefully selected co-marketers. Our method is a practical application 
of the Build Bridge Bond® methodology that offers marketers the opportunity to involve 
and collaborate with consumers in every stage of brand and product lifecycle, powering 
advocacy and building long-lasting brand trust.
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The Ultimate Brand Experience
Building on Erik Schoppen’s Build Bridge Bond® 
methodology, trnd combined the approach with their 
own extensive experience of collaborating with brand 
ambassadors to produce a framework designed to facilitate 
the ultimate brand experience, by applying the underlying 
principles of the Build Bridge Bond® approach to real life 
situations and creating a controlled environment in which 
consumers’ brand experiences are placed centre stage.
 The three brand modalities – purpose, promise and 
participation we explored earlier form the basis of the 
partnership between brands and users. In doing so trnd 
helps marketers navigate the Build, Bridge and Bond 
transition phases, providing a set of services with which to 
manage the brand experience.
 
B U I L D  – A Change of Mindset 
The ultimate brand experience knows no hierarchy – brands 
and consumers are on an equal footing. This requires 
an entirely different approach to communicating with 
your consumers – the traditional broadcast model will no 
longer suffice. Instead you must view them as intelligent 
individuals and potential co-marketers. The first step is to 
share your brand purpose and promise in a genuine and 
sincere fashion, clearly communicating what your brand 
stands for, the benefits you can offer on a day-to-day basis 
and the value you will add to your consumers’ lives. In 
practice, this means you’ll have to reveal your vulnerabilities 

and be open to consumers’ feedback and opinions. It also 
demands a genuine intention to work together. The hard 
sell favoured in traditional marketing today falls on savvy, 
cynical ears and can be detrimental to building trust, so 
transparency and objectivity in your communication is 
crucial for credibility. The final verdict on your brand will be 
that of your consumers, so respect their intelligence and give 
it to them straight; they’ll respect you for it in return. 

B R I D G E  – Connecting with Consumers as 
Co-Marketers 
Once the brand has communicated its purpose, it must 
form a connection with its co-marketers and initiate a 
two-way dialogue. This connection is engineered with a 
personal approach in which the brand introduces itself to its 
consumers and every aspect of the connection between the 
two places brand participation and involvement centre stage. 
Consumers are equipped with detailed brand information 
and the product to experience first-hand, at scale. The brand 
provides intensive support and guided product experience, 
with the invitation to feed back honest opinions directly to 
the brand, plus encouragement to share their experiences 
with those around them.  Of course brands will only 
keep the consumers’ attention if they’re perceived to be 
relevant; as such it’s crucial to understand and then ensure 
consumers’ interests and needs are aligned to and will be 
met by the brand. For users to reach a verdict on whether 
a brand delivers against its promise, it’s essential that 
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ADDRESSING NEEDS & INTERESTS

Whenever a brand appeals directly to users’ 
intrinsic values, users will experience a far deeper 
connection to the brand, much sooner than if not. 
As such, every product requires thorough target 
group analysis; age, gender, education, income and 
family status all need to be carefully considered. 
Equally important are their needs and interests. 

In addition, when this deeper connection exists, 
consumers are far more likely to talk to one 
another about brands, as their own intrinsic values 
act as motivations to start the conversations. To 
recap, the six psychological motives for spreading 
the word about a product, as determined by Jonah 
Berger are listed below. Users’ social profi les are 
therefore also an important factor.

STEPPS – The Six Psychological Motives by 
Jonah Berger

1.  Social Currency
2.  Triggers
3.  Emotion
4.  Public
5.  Practical Value
6.  Storytelling

GOOD
TO KNOW



they can actually experience the product. This then places 
the consumer in a position to share their user experiences 
with others. We manage brand experiences by ensuring 
consumers know the inner workings of the product and 
how to use it correctly by providing them with personal 
and intensive guidance, thus initiating a two way dialogue.

B O N D  – Consumers Become Brand Ambassadors 
The goal when creating the ultimate brand experience 
for a brand is for the actual experience to exceed the 
expectations of both the proposition and promise. When 
achieved, consumers form a connection rooted in trust 
with the brand, will arrive at a positive verdict about the 
product’s benefi ts and happily integrate the brand into their 
daily lives. Having seen the product benefi ts for themselves, 
and been guided through an intensely involved brand 
experience with direct access to and recognition from the 
brand, they’ll actively recommend it to those around them, 
becoming an ambassador for the brand. The conversations 
create thousands of additional touchpoints along the 
customer’s journey, enabling the brand to connect with users 
on a massive scale – essentially whenever ambassadors talk 
about their brand experience with others in their trusted 
environments.

P R O M I S E P A R T I C I P A T I O N
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CONSUMERS BECOME BRAND 
AMBASSADORS

HONEST AND SINCERE FEEDBACK 
ABOUT YOUR PRODUCT

ORGANIC WORD OF MOUTH 
GENERATED BY CONSUMERS WHO 
MATCH YOUR BRAND PROFILE – OFFLINE 
AND ONLINE

INCREASED LOYALTY AMONG EXISTING 
USERS AS EXPERIENCE EXCEEDS 
EXPECTATIONS

ACTIONABLE CONSUMER INSIGHTS 
COLLATED THROUGH IN-DEPTH 
ANALYSIS OF USER EXPERIENCES AND 
DISCUSSIONS

BETTER QUALITY, IMPACTFUL 
TOUCHPOINTS ALONG THE 
CUSTOMER JOURNEY

NEW CUSTOMERS, INTRODUCED TO 
THE BRAND BY AMBASSADORS WHO’VE 
SHARED THEIR BRAND EXPERIENCES 
WITH THEM(8)

CONSUMER-CREATED CONTENT

ENRICHED CRM DATA

R E S U L T S  O F 
M A N A G I N G  T H E 
B R A N D  E X P E R I E N C E
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2,000 NEW CUSTOMERS FOR ZALANDO

The shift from offline to online shopping is gathering 
pace. Six out of ten Belgians shop online, with shoes 
and clothing topping the list, and Flemish consumers 
made a huge switch to online shopping in 2015. 
To ensure Zalando provided the ultimate brand 
experience for this influx of new consumers, trnd 
facilitated an intensive partnership between Belgian 
shoppers and the people behind the Zalando brand.
  The online retailer personally introduced itself 
to three thousand online shoppers, each of whom 
received detailed brand information, the opportunity 
to try out the online store and the ability to share 
their experiences with others. trnd entered into a six-
week dialogue with online shoppers to discuss their 
experiences, supporting each and every shopper on 
a 1-2-1 level, creating an intensively enriched guided 
brand experience.
  Results showed a purchase intention of ninety–
one per cent amongst the 3,000 consumers 
and eight out of ten of the people reached by the 
ambassadors expressed the intention to place an 
order with the online retailer. Ninety-five per cent of 
the brand ambassadors recommended Zalando to 
others. Over a six–week period, Zalando succeeded 
in reaching 405,969 consumers and welcoming 
1,984 new customers.

‘Getting to know our 
customers and potential 
customers is our priority. 
Understanding the real 
needs of Belgian consumers 
allows us to constantly 
improve our services and 
offers – it is for this reason 
that we are particularly 
satisfied with the campaign 
developed by trnd.
We experienced the 
campaign as a successful 
collaboration that helped 
us in not only gaining 
insightful feedback, but 
also in reaching new 
customers through 
effective Word-of-Mouth.’

M A R I J K E  A V E R I N K , 
L O C A L  B R A N D  M A N A G E R 
Z A L A N D O  B E
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ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE FUTURE?

CREDITS trnd International
trnd’s goal is to enable brands to 
approach consumers not as passive 
purchasers, but rather to actively 
involve them on a massive scale. The 
basic premise is that of a long-lasting 
partnership between brands and 
consumers. trnd operates at media, 
marketing and brand levels at the 
heart of the brand experience in the 
daily lives of consumers themselves.
With over one thousand campaigns 
under its belt, trnd has grown to 
become a strategic partner in brand 
development. 

trnd International is the European 
market leader in the fi eld of 
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( 6 )   SWOCC 66, Merkbeheer: het merkmanagement van morgen, Dr. Daan Muntinga, 2014
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 potential-new-customers.html

collaborative marketing and helps 
connect 5.5 million consumers across 
nineteen European markets with 
brands such as Procter & Gamble, 
Henkel, Nestlé, L’Oréal, Philips, SCA, 
Beiersdorf, Zalando and Unilever.

More information
For more information about working
with your brand ambassadors and
building long-lasting brand trust,
please contact:

R I C H A R D  T I M M A N
Managing Director, trnd Benelux
info@trnd.com
richard.timman@trnd.com

Erik Schoppen’s Build Bridge Bond® methodology forms the basis for 
long–lasting brand trust. Clearly defi ned purpose, promise and 
participation form the building blocks to achieving this. Customers 
have evolved from passive consumers to highly important partners 
for brands, willingly taking on the mantel of co-marketers, shaping 
brands with their own perceptions, and in turn sharing their 
experiences and perceptions with others. With this white paper, we 
aim to provide a framework for marketers and a set of guidelines for 
building long–lasting brand trust by entering into real collaboration 
and intensive partnerships with co-marketers.
 Is your brand ready for the future?


